Introduction
Postembryonic development of the above-ground part of higher plants depends on 33 the functioning of the primary shoot apical meristem (SAM), a dynamic structure that forms leafage, flowers, and scape. The formation of the primary SAM occurs at 35 the earliest stages of embryogenesis. Furthermore, the functioning of the promeristem triggers development of the germ layers and at that time a complex meristem 37 structure is being formed (Fig. 1 ). Cellular automata have been extensively used to model a wide range of processes. 1, 4 In general, a cellular automaton is loosely defined as a collection Here, the authors introduce cellular automaton to model for development of the primary SAM in embryogenesis of the Arabidopsis thaliana. Modeling covers the 21 initiation of SAM, the formation of the SAM complex structure and its further functioning. Here, the embryo is described as a 2D array of cells, the rates of divi- signal. The Stem signal formed in pluripotent cells of the meristem is a biological analog of the cytokinin hormone. 13 This signal influences on the rate of division.
13
Lateral differentiated cells produce signal of differentiation. A biological analog of the differentiation signal influencing on the rate of division is such hormone as 15 auxin.
All the embryo cells in the model can be classified according to the type of the 17 signal they produce:
(1) Null. These cells mean empty space that neither produce signals nor divide.
19
(2) NullEx. Cells of the epidermic layer. They produce External Signal (ES) and are represented around the entire perimeter of the embryo. They do not divide, (SS) and are confined to the upper part of the embryo. During development, they change into L2meristem and L3meristem type cells.
29
(6) Transit. Cells near the meristem. They also produce SD, but have the highest rates of division.
31
(7) L2meristem. Cells of the meristem. They are situated in second layer from the epidermic layer of the upper part of the embryo. These cells produce SS.
33
(8) L3meristem. Cells located one layer down from the L2meristem type cells. These cells produce SS.
35
Each cell has a set of internal parameters to characterize its state:
(1) Type. Cell type. We calculate the overall influence of all the cells on the cell at position (i, j) by the following formulas:
ExternSignal0 km e −n/RE ,
BasalSignal0 km e −n/RB ,
StemSignal0 km e −n/RS , is not an integer, the function T ij is rounded in accordance with the standard rules of adjustment. To ascertain whether or not a cell is undergoing division, T p ij and
11
T ij are compared. At the next iteration, the value T p ij is increased by one for each non-dividing cell. If T p ij > T ij , division into two daughter cells is ascertained. For   13 each daughter cell, T p ij is equal to zero. Noteworthy, if T ij increases more rapidly than T p ij , the cell will not divide. The model is used pseudo parallel simulation 15 for calculation of signal concentration, selection of cell type and for selection of division direction, but directly procedure of division occurs in series and sequence
17
of division is selected in a random way.
Results

19
The developed cellular automaton adequately describes the developmental morphodynamics of primary shoot meristem of Arabidopsis thaliana in embryogenesis 21 (Fig. 3) . By varying the parameters of the cellular automaton, we have successfully mod-1 eled the following mutations described in the literature:
(a) the meristem forms but cannot cope with the auxin flowing in from the germ 3 layers, and so it differentiates. This leads to formation of the joined germ layers and as a consequence to the stoppage of the plant development; 
5
(b) the meristem forms, and so do germ layers, but no regulation is exerted on the meristem cells population. As a result, the meristem cells differentiate and the 7 meristem zone shrinks.
2,15
Visualization of the cellular automaton (Fig. 4) was created that allows simulating 9 of the process of development. Also, the visualization of cellular automaton model allows estimating distri-1 bution of four biologically meaningful signals, which unambiguously simulate the morphodynamics of the cell tissues (Fig. 5) . 
Discussion
Creation of a cellular automaton that imitates morphodynamics of embryo devel-5 opment by means of regulation of signals produced by different embryonic cells is a first step in modeling the process of development in general and in modeling the 7 gene network for morphogenesis in particular. 16 The formation of plant meristems in embryogenesis is characterized by a combination of a violent development of dif-9 ferentiating tissue and a stable development of its stem cells. Both processes were modeled in the cellular automaton being reported. Not only is this automaton a 11 tool for predicting the dynamics of the division process and the cell differentiation process which underway in the systems being considered, but also for the exami-13 nation of how real mutations influence the system. As a progression of this work, we plan to develop a cellular automaton, which will enable modeling of various 15 experimentally induced mutations. Sophistication of characteristic cell definitions will be added for a more adequate description. Also, in the future work, we plan to biologists.
